
SEMANA 6 

               Both        together  

               /θ/ y /ð/ 

 

 Sonido  / θ/ y ortografía 

 Se escribe th. 

thin   thanks   thirty   theatre   thumb   Thursday   thirsty   three   tree 

both   month   north   south 

birthday 

 

 

Sonido  / ð/ y ortografía 

Se escribe th. 

this   that   these   those   then   they   father   mother   brother   other   

together   weather   without   breath   with 

 

Simple explanation: sounds /s/ /z/ in English 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hWPXaPXrnQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ky7Jh9Bbjts 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hV_s6B9EFM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xl-7mSeybmI 

 

            It’s the wrong size, isn’t it  

             /s/ y / z/ 

Sonido  / s/ y ortografía 

Generalmente se escribe s, ss o c, y algunas veces sc. 

s       sit   sister   bus 

ss      class   glasses 

c       city   circle   pencil   place   police   pronounce 

sc     science   scissors 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hWPXaPXrnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ky7Jh9Bbjts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hV_s6B9EFM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xl-7mSeybmI


la letra x generalmente se pronuncia /ks/ 

six   next 

 

Sonido  / z/ y ortografía 

Generalmente se escribe s o z, y algunas veces ss o zz. 

s       gives     sisters    easy   husband   roses 

z       zoo   zero   size 

ss      scissors 

zz     jazz 

 Simple explanation: sounds /ʃ/ /ʒ/ in English 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wINb4HFguck 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8ImSmVOSVA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RxaLKZPPEvY 

 

             Fresh fish, usually  

             /ʃ/ y /ʒ/ 

 

Sonido  /ʃ/ y ortografía 

Generalmente se escribe sh. 

shop   fashion   cash   fresh   wash   mushroom 

Pero algunas veces /ʃ/se escribe en diferentes formas. 

c       ocean 

ch     machine 

ci        delicious    special 

s       sugar   sure 

ss      Russia 

ti       international 

 

Sonido  /ʒ/y ortografía 

No hay muchas palabras con el sonido/ʒ/. Generalmente se escribe si o s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wINb4HFguck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8ImSmVOSVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RxaLKZPPEvY


Television   Asia   usually 

 

Ejercicios de pronunciación  

Sonido /p/     

up put part place group company party point example power 

 

public keep person position provide political open price possible policy 

 

play poor paper special project particular pay type perhaps upon 

 

per stop simple support chapter problem top plan important space 

 

prime cup Peter simply picture probably page help police park 

 

couple shop Paul practice press personal apart accept process appear 

 

expect speak respect present piece president patern purspose private positive 

 

species past happen happy explain hospital deep primary capital separate 

 

peace apply speech popular progress computer plan opinion produce impact 

 

step pain speed prevent spirit appear pound complex importance spend 

 

prison shape hope concept improve respect path party opposition proper 

 

prince pair pass player option provision prove profit equipment property 

 

perfect copy upper partly captain primary empty payment presence protect 

 

partner sport bishop pension potential develop sharp typical powerful palace 

 

display tape sample aspect proposal possibly ship rapidly impossible deputy 

 

plate trip parish parent principal capacity spot plastic procedure program 

 

panel pool deeply empire respond package sleep approval expensive prefer 

 

rapid sheep scope priority pocket capable gap replace professor complete 

 

input cope pure perform opposite corporate camp supreme pleasure permission 

 

pilot map pale helpful stupid represent proud purchase newspaper prospect 

 



prize pub poverty percent sprite passage report profession appointment airport 

 

sheep port push peak escape poetry pretty protein perfectly repeat 

Sonido / b/ 

 
be between  behaviour basic beyond maybe blood boo box brother 

 

by business ability band trouble break double blue bar budget 

 

about before beautiful build obvious butter babby base but begin 

 

able possible balance belt library brand boat ball abortion unable 

 

public become bossibly basket benefit bench branch bus abandon bridge 

 

big problem debate ballet cabinet tube bright bag probable liberal 

 

body probably possibility bloke nobody bible bird bird abolition urban 

 

book believe football bear bottom cable birth bush biology belong 

 

job behind suitable bunch below brick broad bath blanket symbol 

 

black remember exhibition bow beside back busy pub bobby tribunal 

 

table member establish beat subject bike breath bay breath button 

 

blank labour capable cabin object breast brain bell blade notable 

 

club husband terrible bride belief brave brown buy elbow tabacco 

 

bring obviously republic balloon beauty debut border bull bucket absent 

 

board bedroom acceptable balcony beach verbal abroad beam lobby mobility 

 

bad breakfast chamber beast bread beef bottle bat builder celebrate 

 

bed birthday visible portable abuse bronze global verb absurd liberty 

 

basis sensible carbon barrel bomb boot beer probe butcher mobile 

 

bill contribute bubbish bulletin blind bacon boss blast combat publish 

 

above obligation brother bicycle bone bonus bond bass belly embassy 

 



boy ambition fabric besides bowl blank robin bitch robbery bastard 

 

buy elaborate battery bilateral baker breeze brush rebel obey brutal 

 

Sonido /t/  
it between today government party effect security stop property director 

 

that against city important fact capital structure turn continue product 

 

at different staff particular point hotel attention talk activity picture 

 

not system act towards night write agreement term contract doctor 

 

what state central interest right style treatment unit couttry station 

 

out water trade actually set direct technology test exactly accept 

 

into country street question tell event industrial stay apart ability 

 

time almost rate society lot title military task stand respect 

 

about political town minister let extra opportunity post sector teacher 
 

first together type community try pattern television hot status culture 

 

get market until difficult team weight traditional hit start context 

 

last court recent industry short create impotant past stone student 

 

mustt today light authority true budget daughter sit return attack 

 

take  west strong department east wait tomorrow tea separate impact 

 

too support late president date minute character duty justice forest 

 

put white present university tax kitchen beautiful eat network actual 

 

want history project situation art plant positive foot domestic internal 

 

part nature chapter secretary cost trust argument step football article 

 

little private amount understand top text protection train excellent reality 

 

next practice front hospital rest sister district factor contact spirit 

 



great quality natural computer meet winter relevant tree cultural accident 

 

quite stage future account heart stuff student twice distance contrast 

Sonido /d/ 
and do good would should world under different during toddy 

 

day old second rapid already head hand towards education idea 

 

end find order road Around kind evidence difficult respond third 

 

body child dear solid provide death industry land include mind 

 

god word food indeed department need decision Instead understand trade 

 

read date friend lord production hard president Model considdr behind 

 

due board field award defence wide modern Record industrial produce 

 

bad sad drink garden difference dead product husband addition window 

 

red deal direct advice suddenly doctor beyond Doubt immediately degree 

 

blood ready dark cold independent lady medical daughter develop leader 

 

stand demand radio ahead traditional add method division direction hardly 

 

aid budget duty avoid considerable dog directly Disease student send 

 

deep holiday proud gold discussion wood condition standard reduce damage 

 

speed debate wind band additional build domestic Pound ordinary decide 

 

dad island video trend advantage dridge kinddom Detail distance dinner 

 

draw freedom attitude card somebody fund danger Middle accident nobody 

 

lead 

 

double beside code confidence die driver Wild distribution daily 

broad widely audience blody introduction drug murder Identify difficult tradition 

 

depth 

 

affraid document guide administration ideal wonderful academic weekend drive 

index 

 

adult adddess Spread democratic afford shoulder bedroom procedure grand 

odd decline reader border everybody diet dramatic candidate discipline decade 



 

desk dress editor abroad educational bird golden Identity individual inciddnt 

 

Sonido /k/ 

 
can make take come work course  case Next local look 

 

quite company school fact second like week country council political 

 

public become market court keep car actually question book particular 

 

economic community effect likely kind clear action difficult black education 

 

act experience across care class bank section common practice quality 

 

ask production king task clearly music cost Project account computer 

 

club secretary capital talk record couple country director scheme security 

 

cup include continue park consider product specific quickly basic success 

 

activity structure economy risk direct exactly expect picture college doctor 

 

contract technology extent carry access dark election accept mark effective 

 

concern successful cold task medical respect speak extra lack Oxford 

 

sector comission speaker box culture direction cash create queen character 

 

directly conference context sex nuclear function stock explain kitchen condition 

 

career application district attack scale increase active network text exchange 

 

complex competition impact cause corner require crime sexual actual domestic 

 

technical discussion extreme skin article contract cultural cabinet concept excelllent 

 

contact protection accident walk coffee exercise factor weekend track kingdom 

 

equal collection client crisis quiet scientific break quickly occur equally 

 

correct expression perfect call reaction expensive critical castle subject aircraft 

 

historical confidence control card captain ocassion control neck crown contrast 

 



congress carefully careful quick external attractive copy coal sky selection 

 

code introduction protect seek capable document cross key milk capacity 

Sonido /g/ 

 
get go good government again against great give group example 

 

together big god language single figure girl game legal agreement 

 

grow garden gas exactly degree green glass league agree significant 

 

dog progress begin argument regular gold goal target forget organisation 

 

exist congress drug recognition grow bag leg guide grey existence 

 

grand negative glad investigation argue guilty angry grass guy magazine 

 

golden program sugar examination examine global rugby gate golf gradually 

 

gun gap gulf significance greatly anger gift finger guitar guidance 

 

signal grateful maggie agriculture grammar guard egg ignore angle alexander 

 

ilegal grace gross category governor guest guess guardian exact investigate 

 

organic pregnat gastric linguistic recognize grade gear cigarette guilt resignation 

 

garage 

 

hungry grain catalogue glory regard gay guarantee flag elegant 

integrity goodness eager obligation grief organ ghost migration pig dialogue 

 

forgive negotiate eagly distinguish dignity ugly grant integral log colleague 

 

gravel 

 

agression grave magnificent engage brigade exotic cognitive grin magnetic 

legally 

 

hunger gradual aggressive glorious gospel legacy girlfriend gall diagram 

angrily exile jungle progressive agony exit grab ignorance graph immigration 

 

goodbye 

 

regret tiger geography dragon exam garlic traingle ego grammatical 

graduate organize bang delegation greek rug globe pragmatic dig greenhouse 

 

litigation gossip grasp grandmother segment graphic goat disagree gloom vigorous 

 



organism irregular grove negotiation rigorous gloomy wagon galaxy fog magnitude 

 

gratitude ignorant gooch telegraph luggage exhibit tag govern beg fragment 

Sonido /v/ 
have government however never give service ever view provide evidence 

 

leave development believe value voice above move heavy private behaviour 

 

livve available everyone event advice effective river civil division activity 

 

love themselves previous obvious survey variety avoid receive develop obviously 

 

version everything village review active provision achieve prevent lovely relevant 

 

very university television favor prove expensive victory violence individual driver 

 

video movement eventually volume vital attractive visit relative severe drive 

 

vote environment Positi¡ ve massive vast negative vehicle virtually intervvew involve 

 

cover advantage everybody alive vision heavily remove valuable extensive average 

 

silver individual alternative victim travel sensitive visual survive delivery arrival 

 

valley conversation revolution poverty level discover nervous device favorite visible 

 

van conventional voluntary arrive clever universal creative villa evident inevitable 

 

vary convention survival violent solve deliver venture navy everyday universe 

 

vat perspective wherever advice virtue invasion movie vertical intensive evolution 

 

heaven evaluation exclusive forever lover behave servant divorce objective directive 

 

visitor 

 

discovery conviction observe invest avenue adviser resolve favorable passive 

devil vulnerable recover virgin verbal flavour lively reserve variable forgive 

 

brave conversation aggressive vessel server selective venue invite deserve envelope 

 

eve productivity invitation nerve oven gravity canvas novel divide defensive 

 

virus progressive detective grave fever salvation privacy motive invent invisible 

 

evil prevention diversity steven civic invention caravan harvest vacuum convince 



 

verse adventure productive voltage rival aviation velocity verb virtual valuation 

 

Sonido /f/ 

 
from if first life different before find information often fact 

 

family off full form himself face office performance feel itself 

 

father effect staff half difficult free food finally former figure 

 

wife friend field front financial future form significant herself force 

 

fire fine floor fish myself film fully defence officer firm 

 

safety fair foot farm specific effort forest difference official fresh 

 

fairly stuff far fear useful famous safe successful formal conflict 

 

coffee phone offer soft effective factor favor conference forget perfect 

 

familiar finance fun fund follow freedom file physical profit affect 

 

reform laugh phase afford software female face beautiful inflation factory 

 

fashion funny fuel fall surface beleif fruit affernoon behalf roof 

 

fight reflect film fill reference careful refer influence focus chief 

 

prefer preference flat false function suffer golf benefit gulf fault 

 

fast philosophy funeral fail football rough tough confidence infection formula 

 

awful profession phrase fit difficult final knife powerfull confirm shift 

 

finger certificate deaf fee aircraft ford draft carefully define flexible 

 

joseph confusion proof gift emphasis defeat rifle telephone platform thief 

 

comfort frequency graphic fat identify modify chef atmosphere informal defect 

 

grateful 

 

paragraph nephew calf professor confess tariff wonderful feminism finely 

roughly photograph emphasize cafe definition confront foul perfectly oneself fountain 

 



faction symphony butterffy foam efficient halfway feet breakfast fabolous affinity 

 

terrific demographic confession fine friendly fork flash formation selfish federal 

Sonido /θ/ 

 
think through something thing nothing anything health  south north third 

 

death authority everything month theory growth method mouth truth smith 
 

length strength throughout fourth theater thread youth birth path faith 
 

thin healthy thatcher breath theme wealth author theme bath thick 
 

fifth catholic birthday throat throw ethnic cathedral warmth ruth depth 

 

sixth theoretical bathroom cloth therapy monthly sympathy forth theft thesis 
 

myth enthusiasm sympathetic health wealthy throne synthesis orthodox width tenth 
 

ethical mathematics worthwhile thimb faithful thumb marathon threaten thrust thread 

 

thigh hypothesis enthusiastic thirf synthetic thunder pathetic authentic lethal filthy 
 

tooth mathematical aesthetic beth ruthless theatrical breadth youthful thorn ethos 
 

thrive theology methodology thickly arthritis footpath ethanol faithfully firth wrath 
 

thematic underneath anthropology ethel beneath mythology theorem anthem thirst thrush 

 

apathy therapeutic arithmetic earthly thirsty empathy ethnicity forthwith garth moth 
 

throttle earthquake hypothetical zenith thinker truthful methyl theorist thump broth 
 

antipathy orthodoxy authenticity thorny earthy rethink thingy rebirth python panther 

 

lethargy catholicism epithelium froth catheter lethargic thrash loath atheism thug 

 

apathetic unhealthy birthplace sloth authorize diphtheria ethylene urethra thrall lithium 
 

cathode overthrow anthology theist thymus toothache telethon thumb thrill pithy 
 

theism 

 

toothpaste anaesthesia goth thousand methadone goliath ethology pith thong 

dipthong toothbrush thermometer ethyl triathlon thumbnail telepathic bathrobe math thresh 
 

anthrax euthanasia thermostat thru decathlon telepathy catharsis think thermal kith 
 

  



Sonido /ð/ 

 
that with within them then other then although rather mother 

 

father thus though brother northern weather gather together withdraw smooth 
 

rhythm worthy breathe heather sothern theirs booth themselves algorithm forthy 
 

feather therein godfather bathe breather feather smother therefore clothe nauther 
 

hither lather heathen whither farthing 
 

rother themself otherwise bather whether 
 

pother blather another either enclothe rhythmic 
 

there nevertheless neither their 
 

they this thor furthermore grandfather motherland     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Sonido /s/ 

 
first see last must say same us against something house 

 

course case place system small school state second business possible 

 

perhaps set side council use almost service himself once police 

 

interest face policy research sort office so person question society 

 

minister itself south city center staff certain special process evidence 

 

west support sense across industry sometimes century central history street 

 

ask sir section similar certainly necessary price class someone single 

 

especially personal simply east practice decision seem voice university stage 

 

herself situation recent strong secretary understand hospital cost issue basis 

 

instead series simple security rest structure successsul force analysis chance 

 

son sea stop size nice space recently serious previous myself 

 

scheme response choice defence consider list lost industrial specific summer 

 

suddenly season test stay unless difference sorry basic style science 

 

risk advice suppose useful press conference station access statement site 

 

accept western species concern software responsible glass answer purpose respect 

 

task source piece stand surface suggest post sector status peace 

 

speak speaker base safety civil essential discussion past obvious start 

 

sale principle presence student progress justice reference gas speed step 

 

officer balance stone separate slowly increase influence possibly solution skin 

 

sit district send sell scale expression forest insurance sexual scene 

 

sex smith speech horse race spend sister confidence message stuff 

 

          

senior survey stock receive trust standard reduce impossible decide safe 

 

 

 



Sonido /z/ 

 

always business towards position reason president music present series news 

 

easy size design season husband suppose easily species physical opposition 

 

disease organisation positive presence cause museum choose lose exercise prison 

 

raise user visit busy criticism jones phase magazine represent surprise 

 

noise proposal yours clause close result rise arise enterprise opposite 

 

prize resolution phrase musical visible disaster cheese zone observation transition 

 

realize presentation disposal visitor recognize advise ease physically overseas resist 

 

wise mechanism capitalism resort desert residence jews deposit transaction crazy 

 

cousin pleasant observe prisoner observer wisdom ours possess resignation adviser 

 

bronze composition tourism propose proposition citizen reserve breeze compromise excuse 

 

diesel presidential horizon deserve unpleasant misery jazz invisible horizontal casual 

 

praise translation miserable racism jersey laser bizarre theirs preservation please 

 

noisy presidency resign resident uneasy dealings transit oppose presently prose 

 

besides absorption optimism feasible organize lazy absorb basil transform poison 

 

hazard organism hazel mosaic resume zoo cosy residual comprise cruise 

 

blaze civilization intrinsic daisy composite musician frezee dispose terrorism translate 

 

expose feminism hesitate presume hesitation exquisite puzzle quiz newsletter advertise 

 

vase squeeze confuse unused desmond criticise maze baptism diabetes zinc 

 

clumsy emphasize visibility cuisine enclosse dissolve residue cosmetic applause guise 

 

freezer reservation deposition arousal dismal desire dizzy visibly irresistible wisely 

 

visa journalism transport revise amazon knickers accuse gazette resurrection nasal 

 

razor binoculars advisor trouser apologize zebra zip sunrise poisonous bazaar 



Sonido /ʃ/ 

 
she should information national education position question shall sure international 

 

position special international education action section specially show short financial 

 

situation production attention association pressure Russia commission fish flash relationship 

 

ensure operation traditional election species station opposition rush cash competition 

 

machine addition discussion essential  direction condition application shop share organization 

 

protection collection function official relation insurance expression fresh initial additional 

 

solution proportion introduction substantial selection option exhibition shut shape construction 

 

surely reaction organization recognition establish tradition connection sharp ship contribution 

 

generation reduction educational definition creation intention revolution sheet bush description 

 

bishop pension conversation shoulder motion inflation impression sugar sheep combination 

 

session fashion explanation formation crucial location profession notion cash conventional 

 

emotional reputation 

 

constitution extension nation socialist conscious shirt fresh convention 

exception possession foundation tension parish infection mission flesh wash corporation 

 

evaluation appreciate resolution edition shortly evolution reception fresh trash intervention 

 

indication transition permission sharply shadow rational destruction crash push composition 

 

passion instruction transaction admission rubbish ocean interaction tissue shell obligation 

 

artificial assurance perception conviction fiction  junction occupation issue shift federation 

 

specially reflection discretion invitation duration precious workshop shame sheer distinguish 

 

suspicion attraction isolation fraction shower shallow shadow partial shell inspection 

 

mention shoot suspension publish migration shelter aggression shore shit succession 

 

shake shelf suspicious foolish shoe delicious shield finish dish frustration 

 

clash shade sunshine shepherd ashamed shy sheriff harsh wish assure 

 

 

 

 



Sonido /ʒ/ 

 

decision usually television Asia division provision version usual occasion conclusion 

 

pleasure measure vision unusual visual leisure exposure closure invasion treasury 

 

casual exclusion sure fusion precision inclusion provisional treasure casualty occasional 

 

collision enclosure infusion cohesion intrusion diffusion leisurely inversion lesion evasion 

 

collusion reversion         

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Simple explanation: sounds /tʃ/ /dʒ/ in English 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoyI_omRpcw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SreswdXlAk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJJ3hhHtjtI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unfuGPc3iXo 

 

Chips and juice  

             /tʃ/ y /dʒ/ 

 

Sonido  /tʃ/y ortografía 

Generalmente se escribe ch, t o tch. 

ch     chips   choose   March   which 

t        future   question 

tch    catch   watch   kitchen 

 

Sonido  /dʒ/y ortografía 

Generalmente se escribe j, g, ge, o dge. 

j        jam   jacket   jeans   job   jet 

g       general 

ge     age   large 

dge   fridge 

               

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoyI_omRpcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SreswdXlAk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJJ3hhHtjtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unfuGPc3iXo


 


